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Almtraet--Boxcartrain (i.e.special distributed delay) models simulate he dispersion which is observed in
the duration of temperature-driven development of eetothermic animals by adapting the diseretization of 
the developmental process. The procedure suffers from the drawback that only special distribution profiles 
of developmental duration can be simulated and that profile and diseretization are inevitably inked. As 
an alternative w  suggest a continuous maturation model for eetothermic development which can describe 
arbitrary profiles of developmental duration. We reinterpret and generalize boxcartrain models in this 
framework and discuss discrete approximations which are robust against fluctuations of maturation a d 
mortality rates. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Modelling temperature-driven development of insects has to face the phenomenon that the 
duration of the single life stages (e.g. egg, larva, pupa and imago) exhibits a considerable variation 
which may be due to genetic differences in the species or spatial heterogeneity of the habitat in 
climatic and nutritional conditions [1, 2]. 
Boxcartrains (sometimes called distributed elay models) [3-6] model development with dis- 
persed duration in a pseudostochastic manner; they split the (presumably continuous) state space 
of a developmental stage into many finitely discrete homogeneous developmental subunits--the 
boxes--and simulate the passage through the stage by successive transitions from one to the next 
box. Characteristically for boxcartrain methods the quotient of standard eviation and mean value 
decreases to zero if the number of boxes increases to infinity. So, paradoxically, the dispersion 
vanishes if the boxcartrain approaches continuous (or uniform) development. The artificial 
generation of dispersion by the discretization of the developmental process further restricts the 
number of distributions of developmental times to gamma distributions with an integer quotient 
of mean value and variance (continuous boxcartrains, ee Section 6.1) and to shifted negative 
binomial distributions (discrete boxcartrains, ee Section 6.2). 
As an alternative we suggest a continuous maturation model for development through a life-stage 
which permits to describe arbitrary distributions of periods of development (see Section 2). We 
assume that every individual entering the stage (with maturity 0) is predestinated (e.g. by its genes 
or habitat) to leave it at a certain exit maturity. The distribution of exit maturities can be identified 
with the distribution of the periods of development (see Section 3). If the inflow of individuals into 
the stage is given by a temporal rate and the distribution of exit maturities i given by a Lebesque 
density, our model belongs to the class of "physiologically structured populaton models" (see Ref. 
[7] for a broad introduction and literature) and, in the more restricted sense, to the subclass of 
stage-structured population models (see Ref. [8] for further information and references). Equiv- 
alently the model can be formulated by an integral equation relating flow, inflow and outflow of 
the stage (see Sections 2 and 3). The integral equation can be extended to inflows and exit maturity 
distributions which are given by distribution functions only. We study to what extent he integral 
equation determines flow, inflow, and outflow of the stage by each other, respectively (see Section 
4). We develop a Laplace transform technique which permits to identify models for dispersed 
development as continuous maturation models and to determine the distribution of exit maturities 
(see Section 4). We emphasize that our analysis does not exclude the case that individual 
development may stop for a while under unfavourable conditions. 
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For illustration and as starting point for conventional boxcartrains we specify the general results 
for the special case in which all individuals leave the stage at the same exit maturity (see Section 
5). Continuous and discrete (with respect o time) boxcartrains are interpreted in the framework 
of continuous maturation models (see Section 6), before we present generalized continuous 
boxcartrain models which allow to approximate arbitrary continuous maturation models and 
decouple dispersion and discretization (see Sections 7 and 8). As alternative to the discrete 
boxcartrain we discuss discrete approximations of the continuous maturation model (see Section 
9) which again decouple dispersion and discretization. The emphasis is not on high accuracy of 
the approximation, because the solution of the continuous model will already inherit the inevitable 
errors with which the time-dependent mean maturation and mortality rates are determined. Rather 
the approximation should be sufficiently robust with regard to rapidly fluctuating maturation and 
mortality rates. This will be realized by a discretization scheme which only involves rates which 
are averaged over the time-discretization intervals. 
2. THE CONTINUOUS MATURATION MODEL: 
PREDESTINATED BUT DISTRIBUTED EXIT MATURITIES 
Many ectotherms, e.g. insects, pass several more or less well recognizable developmental stages: 
egg, larva (possibly several instars), pupa and imago. In the following we consider the maturation 
of individuals through such a developmental stage. We assume that the rates r(t)  and #(t) of 
development and mortality are homogeneous throughout the stage and only depend on time t (via 
temperature, nutrition, etc.). The increment x2 -  xl of maturity x from time tj to time t2 is given 
by 
f [  
x2 - xl = r(s) ds = :R(t2, tl), (1) 
! 
with the maturation rate r (t) depending continuously on time. If we fix a reference time instance 
to, R(t ,  to) indicates the physiological time scale during the stage, the time scale at which the 
individuals experience their world. The probability a (t2, t~) of surviving from time tt to time t2 is 
given by 
cr(t2, t,)=exp[- f,12#(t)dtl, (2) 
with a continuous mortality rate #(t)>I 0. Whereas all individuals enter the stage at maturity 0, 
they leave it at different maturities. These differences may result from genetic or spatial 
heterogeneities. The exit maturity is assumed to be already predestinated if the individual enters 
the stage. (Alternatively we might assume that the basic developmental rates vary among 
individuals. If we assume the "same shape property" [9, 10] within developmental stages--i.e. 
individual developmental rates at time t are proportional to r(t)  with different but time- 
independent factors for different individuals--the approaches are equivalent by transforming the 
individual developmental scale.) 
Let u ( t ,x ,y )  denote the density of individuals at time t which have maturity x and are 
predestinated to leave the stage at maturity . The dynamics of the part of the population which 
passes through the stage under consideration is described by the following conservation law: 
O,u(t, x, y)  + r(t)OxU(t, x, y)  + Iz(t)u(t, x, y)  = 0, (3) 
for t e R, 0 < x < y < ~.  The number of individuals which pass through the stage at time t is 
indicated by 
x,, xl y ,4, 
Differentiating equation (4) with respect o time and using equation (3) yields 
ti (t) + # (t)n (t) =fin (t) - fout (t), (5) 
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with " '"  denoting the derivative with respect o time and 
I °° u(t, O,y) dy fn(t) r(t) jo 
and 
(6) 
fo.t(t) r(t) .]o u(t, y, y) dy, (7) 
indicating the rates of individuals which enter or leave the stage at time t, respectively. We call 
fin and four the inflow and outflow of individuals. We now make the crucial assumption that the 
predestination of exit maturity acts independently of time. 
Assumption 2.1 
There exists a probability density P(y)>/0, 0 <y < o% j'~ P (y )dy  = 1, such that fn(t)P(y) 
indicates the inflow rate of individuals at time t which are predestinated to leave the stage at 
maturity y. 
In view of equations (5) and (6) and of Assumption 2.1 we supplement equation (3) by the 
boundary condition 
r (t)u (t, O, y) = fin (t)P (y). (8) 
Equations (3), (5), (7) and (8) form our "continuous maturation model with predestinated but 
distributed exit maturity". Note that the concept of predestinated xit maturity is different from 
assuming that, at any maturity x, individuals can leave the stage at a certain rate r/(x). See Ref. 
[8]. This concept is formally contained in ours by setting 
Unfortunately equation (3) can only be solved by a density u (instead of a measure) if r (t) > 0 for 
t ~ R. Since we want to avoid both this restriction and measure theory here we transform to 
physiological time (or characteristic lines) x = R(t, Q. Equation (7) then takes the form 
fo~t(t)=r(t) f~ v[t, T,R(t, ~)]dz, (9) 
with 
v(t, z, y) = r(z)u[t, R (t, ~),y] (10) 
indicating the density of individuals at time t which have entered the stage at time z and are 
predestinated to leave it at maturity . Expressing equations (3) and (6) in terms of v yields 
Otv (t, z, y) + # (t)v (t, z, y) = 0 (11) 
v(z, z, y) = fn(z)P(y). (12) 
From equation (4), after changing the order of integration and the variable, we obtain 
; [;; ] ;_ {f; } n( t )= v(t ,z,y)dy dr= r(s)v[t,z,R(s,Q]ds dz, (13) 
oo (t, ~) oo 
such that equation (5) also follows from this formula and from equations (9), (11) and (12). 
The advantage of formulation (11) and (12) over conditions (3) and (8) consists in the fact that 
equations (11) and (12) can easily be solved by 
v(t, z,y) = a(t, z)fin(*)P(y) (14) 
and so the relation between the inflow and the outflow of individuals can be obtained from 
equations (9) and (14) without assuming r(t)> O. 
Theorem 2.1 
In the "continuous maturation model with predestinated but distributed exit maturity" the time 
densities fin(t), n (t) and fout(t) of individuals which enter, pass or leave the developmental stage 
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are related by equations 
il (t) + It (t)n (t) = fi. (t) -- fort (t) (15) 
f_ f~ut(t) = r(t) f . (QP[R  (t, ~)]a (t, ~) dr. (16) oo 
Conversely every solution fin, n, f.ut of these equations describes the time distributions of 
individuals which enter, pass or leave the stage in a suitably chosen "continuous maturation model 
with predestinated but distributed exit maturity". The distribution of exit maturities i  descdbed 
by the density P. 
In the following we will concentrate on the equations in Theorem 2.1, because they are 
formulated in terms of data which can be observed at least in principle, and will forget about the 
details of the derivation. We will keep in mind, however, that r(t) and It(t) are the rates of 
maturation and mortality and that 
~ t R(t,z)  = r(s)ds 
tT(t,z)=expl-f:it(s)ds ], 
indicate the increment of maturity from z to t and the probability of surviving from ~ to t. In 
particular we will recall that P can be interpreted as probability density of exit maturities. 
3. INFLOW, FLOW AND OUTFLOW RELATIONS FOR ARBITRARY 
DISTRIBUTIONS OF EXIT MATURITY 
In deriving the relations 05) and 06) for the inflow, flow and outflow of individuals for a 
continuous maturation model with predestinated exit maturity we have assumed that the 
distribution of exit maturities has a Lebesque density. We now want to get rid of this restriction. 
In order to obtain an idea how this can be done we define the mortality corrected accumulated 
outflow and inflow up to time t by 
= I '  o'(t0, s)fn, o.t(s) ds. (17) E.,o~,(t) 
j -  oo 
Multiplying by a (to, t) with a fixed reference instant o means that only individuals are taken into 
account which will survive until they leave the stage. 
In order to avoid unnecessary complications we assume that 
f in(t)=fout(t)=n(t)=O for t ~<t o. (18) 
This assumption is not restrictive as long as one can separate generations. Integrating equations 
(15) and (16) we obtain 
n(t) = a(t, t0) {Fi.(t) - Four(t)} (19) 
f H[R(t, z)]Fin (dQ &u,(t) 
J( -oo ,  t) 
Fout(t) = Fro(t) = n(t) = 0 for t ~< to. (20) 
Here H is the probability distribution function 
H(y)  = e(z)dz 
of the distribution P. We realize that equations (19) and (20) make sense for any probability 
distribution function H on [0, ~),  i.e. for any function H which is monotone non-decreasing and 
continuous from the left on R and satisfies H(x) = 0 for x ~< 0 and H(oo) = 1. H(y) indicates the 
probability that an individual leaves the stage before reaching maturity . The integral in equation 
(20) can be interpreted as Riemann-Stieltjes integral which is defined in this case. That equation 
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(20) indicates the correct relation between outflow and inflow can be proved rigorously by 
approximating the distribution function H by absolutely continuous ones. Note that Fo~t(t) does 
not contain the outflow at time t but only the outflow before time t. This remark is necessary 
because we cannot expect any more that the mortality corrected accumulated outflow is an 
absolutely continuous function unless r(t)>0 or fin(X)= r(z)fin[R(z, to)]. Rather Four(t) is a 
distribution function, i.e. it has similar properties as/4. 
Definition 3.1 
A function F(t) of t ~ R is called a distribution function iff it has the following properties: 
(i) F(t) is a monotone non-decreasing function of t; 
(ii) F(t) is continuous in t e R from the left; 
(iii) F(t)~O for t~-oo .  
Since we will restrict o finite inflows and outflows later on, we add 
(iv) F (~)  < ~.  
If F(oo) = 1, F is called a probability distribution function. 
Since the inflow into a stage often is an outflow from the previous stage we have to face the 
situation that also the inflow cannot be described by a Lebesque density in time but only by a 
distribution function Fi,. Fortunately equation (20) also makes sense in this case if the integral is 
now interpreted as a Lebesque-Stieltjes integral with Fi,(dx) representing integration with the 
Lebesque-Stieltjes measure which is associated with Fi.. See Ref. [11, e.g. Sections 4.4 and 7.2, 
C.II]. Note that, if Fi. is a distribution function, so is bout and Fo,t(~)~< Fi.(oo). That equation 
(20) correctly describes the relation between inflow and outflow can again be proved by 
approximating the distribution function Fiu by absolutely continuous ones. The generalization from 
inflow and outflow rates to distribution functions allows to consider a cohort of individuals which 
all enter the stage at the same time % i.e. 
F i , (z)=0, for z~<z0, 
F in (z )=c>0,  for z>z0.  
In this case the mortality corrected accumulated inflow and outflow are related by 
Fo~t(t) = cH[R (t, %)]. 
See equation (20). This explains why the distribution function H of exit maturities describes the 
distribution of development duration measured in physiological time. 
Since one is also interested in the actual accumulated inflow and outflow we relate them to the 
mortality corrected ones. Generalizing equation (17) we obtain 
= ~ 0. (t0, al Fi.,o~t(t) z)F~i~,o~t(dz). (21) 
Jf - -  O0 ,1)  
Analogously 
P 
~at J¢ u (z, t0)Fin out (dz). Fi,, ou, (t) = _. - ®, 0 (22) 
Using the integration by parts formula for Lebesque-Stieltjes integrals (e.g. see Ref. [9 Theorem 
21.67]) we obtain an alternative formulation, namely 
F~- al "t" ft i..out( ) = a(t, to)Fi .... ,(t) + /~(z)a(z, to)Fi .... ~(z) dz, (23) J_ OO 
4. MATHEMATICAL ASPECTS OF THE CONTINUOUS MATURATION MODEL 
In this section we will discuss in which respects equations (15) and (16) or (19) and (20) are 
mathematically well-posed problems and we will learn how the relation (20) between inflow and 
outflow can be characterized by the relation of their (weighted) Laplace transforms. This will 
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provide a handy tool for identifying inflow-outflow relations that originate from continuous 
maturation models and for determining the distribution of exit maturities. 
For the rest of the paper we make the following assumption which guarantees that every 
individual, provided that it survives ufficiently long, will finally leave the stage. 
Assumption 4. I 
R(t, to)--+ 0o for t--* ~ ,  i.e. physiological time tends to infinity if chronological time tends to 
infinity. 
In the following it will be useful to transform our problem from real time into physiological time. 
Before we do so recall Definition 3.1 of a distribution function. If F is a distribution function of 
real time with F(to) = 0 we define a distribution function of physiological time by 
G(y)  = sup{F(t); t E R, R(t, to) <y}. (24) 
Actually this transformation scales real time into physiological time with to being a fixed reference 
instant. One might guess that 
F(t) = G JR(t, to) ] (25) 
scales back from physiological into real time. 
Though equation (24) reproduces G from F if F is defined by condition (25), the converse does 
not hold in general: when physiological time stagnates during a certain period, all individuals which 
enter the stage in that period become developmentally equal. Therefore, we can never disentangle 
the inflow rate as a function of time during such periods from data on the physiological time scale. 
Note that F, if it is defined by condition (25), becomes "physiologically continuous" in the 
following sense. 
Definition 4.1 
A distribution function F on R is called physiologically continuous iff R( t , s )=O implies 
F(t) = F(s). 
So, if F is not physiologically continuous and G is defined by equations (24) and (25) will provide 
a different F. We claim that physiological continuity is sufficient to avoid such a pathology. In order 
to prove this we show that for certain instants t arbitrary distribution functions F can be 
reproduced from G via equation (25). 
Definition 4.2 
An instant t is called a "'developmental instant" iff 
R ( t , z )>0 for all 
We now easily obtain the following relations. 
z<t .  
Lemma 4.1 
(a) If F is defined from G by equation (25), F and G satisfy condition (24). 
(b) If G is defined from F by condition (24), then equation (25) holds for any developmental 
instant t. 
(c) If G is defined from a physiologically continuous F by condition (24), then equation (25) holds 
for all t ~ R. 
The following observation makes it possible to transform equation (20) from real to physio- 
logical time without losing any information. 
Lemma 4.2 
Every distribution function Fo,t which satisfies equation (20) is physiologically continuous. 
We now start from distribution functions Fi., Four satisfying equation (20) and 
Fi.(to) ffi 0 ffi Fo.+(to) and define Gin, Go~ by equation (24). Then the Lebesque-Stieltjes measures 
associated with Gi., Gout are the image measures of the Lebesque-Stieltjes measures associated with 
Fi., Four, respectively. So the transformation formula for image measures (e.g. see Ref. [12, II.18]) 
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applies 
~o, th (y)G (dy) = Jr,0, 4~ [R (z, to)]F(dz), 
(' 
o0) o0) 
for any non-negative Borel measurable function 4~. In this way we derive from equation (20) that 
Gout(x)=f H(x-y )G i . (dy) ,  for x~>0. 
.110, x] 
Further, Gi.(0) = 0 = Go.t(0). Recall H(0) = 0. Integration by parts (see Ref. [13, Theorem 21.67]) 
yields 
Go.t(x) = f Gi.(x -y )n (dy) ,  (26) 
J[ 0, x] 
for x >/0. Here again the integral has to be interpreted as a Lebesque--Stieltjes integral and H(dy) 
as integration with the Lebesque-Stieltjes measure associated with the distribution function H. 
Conversely, if Gout satisfies equation (26) then equation (25) provides a solution Four to equation 
(20). So we have the following result. 
Lemma 4.3 
If F~. is a distribution function with Fi,(t0)= 0 and G~u is defined by equation (24), then there 
is a one-to-one correspondence b tween solutions Fout to equation (20) and solutions Gout to 
equation (26) via equations (24) and (25). 
The advantage of equation (26) over (20) consists in the fact that equation (26) is a convolution 
equation. This helps in clarifying the relation between the inflow F~. and the flow n. Let F be the 
mortality corrected flow 
F(t) = a (to, t)n (t) (27) 
such that, by equation (19) 
F(t) = Fi.(t) - Four(t). (28) 
In view of this relation a function F on R which is continuous from the left, has bounded variation 
on R and satisfies F(t)--.O for t - - . -oo is called a signed distribution function. For signed 
distribution functions F the definition (24) also makes sense and generates a signed distribution 
function G. If F satisfies equation (28), G satisfies 
G(t) = Gi.(t) - Gout(t). (29) 
If equation (26) holds too, we obtain a renewal equation for Gout 
{Goot(x -- y) + G(x - y)}H(dy). (30) Gout(X)  
df O, x) 
Applying the Laplace transform we obtain 
do., (z) = d (z)I~(z) [1 - /~(z)] - ' ,  (31) 
for z > 0. Note that here the Laplace transform is defined by 
f,0 f0 ~(z)  = e-~YH(dy) = z e-ZYH(y) dy, (32) , ~) 
for z> 0. See Ref. [14, XIII.1,2]. So 
l~out(z) -- e-ZYG (y) dy/-I(z)z [1 -/-I(z)] - L (33) 
If the distribution H of exit maturities has a finite mean 
E : --- f(0, =o) xH(dx)=Io[ l -H(x ) ]dx '  (34) 
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then, by l'H6pital's rule and equation (33), 
: e-Z~G (y) dy ~ EGont(oo), (35) 
for z ~0. It follows from equation (26) that Go~t ~< Gi~, hence G 1> 0 by equation (29). So, by Levi's 
theorem of monotone convergence, 
f: Gout(OO) = G (x) dx/E. (36) 
Translating these results back to equations (19) and (20) we obtain the following. 
Proposition 4.1 
Let Fin be a given distribution function with Fin(t0)=0. Then equation (20) provides a 
distribution function Fnu twith Font ~< Fi~, Four(t0) = 0, and Fnut(~) = Fin(OO). Equation (19) provides 
a non-negative signed distribution function F(t)= ~(to, t)n(t) with F (~)= 0 and 
f Fnnt(oo) = r(t)a(to, t)n(t)dt/E, (37) 0 
in case that 
f0 I 
E = [1 - H(x)] dx < ~.  
Proposition 4.1 in particular states that equation (19) and (20) is a well-posed problem if the 
temporal distribution of the inflow is given and the flow and the outflow are to be determined. 
One may face the situation, however, that one can observe the individuals in the stage only, but 
not the inflow and outflow of individuals. In this case, after transforming to physiological time we 
have to solve the Volterra integral equation (30). This can be done by standard methods. If we 
assume verything for the flow which we can reasonably do in view of Proposition 4.1, we obtain 
the following result. Note that the application of the Laplace transform works as before. 
Proposition 4.2 
Let F(t) = t7 (to, t)n (t) be a non-negative signed distribution function with F(to) = O, F(t)--*O for 
t--* oo. Further let the integrals 
E = f~ [I -H(x ) ]dx  
./0 
and 
I = r(t)F(t)dt, 
o 
be finite. Then there exist unique non-negative signed distribution functions Fin and Fnut which 
satisfy equations (19) and (20). Further Fi~(to)= 0 = Fnut(t0), Fin(OO)= Fnnt(oo) and 
Fou,(Oo) = I /E .  
We cannot expect, however, that, without further restricting n, bout will be monotone increasing. 
Let, e.g. 
f 
0;x ~ l  
G(x)= 1; l<x~<2 
0 ;x>2 
and 
0; 0~<x ~<2 
H(x) = I; x > 2. 
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Then 
Go.,(x) = ~ G(x- 2j). 
j= l  
Obviously Go., oscillates up to infinity taking 0 and 1 as values. If G and H are smooth but 
sufficiently close to this example the oscillations may be damped but do not vanish. In this sense 
equations (19) and (20) are only partly a well-posed problem. Proposition 4.2 guarantees, however, 
that Fo.t and Fi. can be regained from n if they satisfy equations (19) and (20). Solving equations 
(19) and (20) for Fi. and n with Fo.t being given seems to be a more difficult problem. We have 
already seen that any Fo.t satisfying equation (20) is developmentally continuous and so F~. can 
be determined for such Four only, if at all. If r(t) vanishes on some interval, then several Solutions 
Fin exist as one can see as follows. Start from some generalized distribution function Fin which is 
not physiologically continuous and determine Fo.t from equation (20). Obtain Gi. from Fi. by 
equation (24) and Pin from Giu by equation (25). Then Fi. # ~. because ff~. is physiologically 
continuous. But equation (24) provides the same Gi. for Fi. and ffi.. So both Fi. and ffin solve 
equation (20) for Fo.t. Laplace transform techniques show that there is at most one physiologically 
continuous solution Fi.. But in general there will be no solution as we will see later on. Before we 
go into this we want to show that absolute physiological continuity is preserved under equation 
(20). 
Definition 4.3 
A signed distribution function F is called absolutely physiologically continuous iff F(t)= 0 for 
t ~ to and 
f~ 
(t, t o) 
F( t )= g(y)dy, for t>>-to, 
with some integrable function g on R. g is called the physiological density of F. 
If F is absolutely physiologically continuous with physiological density g, then it is (Lebesque) 
absolutely continuous with Lebesque density f ( t )=f( t )g[R(t ,  to)]. Further F is physiologically 
continuous. If Fi, is absolutely physiologically continuous with physiological density gin and 
Fin(t0) = 0, then the transformation from real to physiological time provides an absolutely 
continuous distribution function G~, with Lebesque density gin. See equations (24) and (25) and 
Lemma 4.1. So, by equation (26), Gout is absolutely continuous with density 
go.t(x) = ft0, x)gi*(x -- y)H(dy) (38) 
and, by Lemma 4.1, 
f ~(t, to) Fo,t(t) = go,t(x) dx, 
for any developmental instant . As both sides of this equation are physiologically continuous it
holds for all t. So we have proved the following result. 
Proposition 4.3 
Let Fi. be absolutely physiologically continuous with physiological density gi.. Then Fo.t is 
absolutely physiologically continuous with physiological density go.t provided by equation (38). 
Remark. If Fin is absolutely physiologically continuous (and so is Fo.t) the rates of individuals 
entering and leaving the stage are defined and given by 
f . ( t )  = o(t, to)r(t)gi.[R(t, to)] 
fo.t (t) = a(t, to)r(t)go.t[R(t, o)]. 
We now turn to the question as to Whether the relation (20) between Fin and Fou t can  be 
characterized in terms of weighted Laplace transforms 
Fi . . . .  t(z) = f exp[-zR(t,  t0)]Fi.,o.t(dt) for z >/0. (39) 
to, co) 
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First we establish the following easy relation between the weighted Laplace transform and the 
common Laplace transform: 
I e-XyG(dy), (40) G(x) 
d[ 0, o¢) 
for distribution functions with G (0) = O. 
Lemma 4.4 
Let F and G be signed distribution functions related by equation (24), F(to)= 0 = G(O). 
Then 
F (z ) -G(z )  for z1>0. 
As the Laplace transform converts the convolution of two distributions into the product of their 
Laplace transforms (e.g. see Ref. [14, XIII.2]) we have the following result from Lemma 4.3. 
Lemma 4.5 
Let F~n and Four be signed distribution functions with Four(t) = F~n(t) = O, t <~ to, Then Fin and bout 
are related by equation (20) iff 
Four = Fin "/~ 
and Fuut is physiologically continuous. 
We can use this property of the Laplace transform in order to show that solving equation (20) 
for Fin with Four being given is an ill-posed problem. We look at equation (20) in the transformed 
form (26). Let Gout(x) be provided by the Lebesque density gout(x)= xe -x and H(x) by the 
Lebesque density h(x)= x2/2 e -x. Then t~out(z ) = 1/(1 + z) 2, / t ( z )= 1/(1 + z) 3. If a solution Fin 
exists, then t~in(z) = 1 + z. But this is not the Laplace transform of a distribution function because 
1 + z is not completely monotone. See Ref. [14, XIII.4]. 
In the following sections we will construct models which are intended to approximate a given 
continuous maturation model. We will be interested, of course, in a criterion which guarantees that 
these models actually are approximations in a double sense: the distributions of exit maturities 
approximate the given one and so do the temporal distributions of inflow and outflow. Before we 
derive such a criterion from Theorem 2,2a in Ref. [14, XIII.1] we make our terminology precise. 
Definition 4.4 
(a) Let Gj, j e N, and G be distribution functions of R. Then we say that G/ converges to G in 
distribution iff Gj(x)~G(x) for j--+oo pointwise in every x e R in which G is continuous and 
cj(~)-+~(oo). 
(b) Let Fj, j e •, and F be distribution functions on R. Then we say that Fj converges to F in 
physiological distribution iff Fj(t)~F(t) for j-+ oo pointwise in every developmental instant t in 
which F is continuous and Fj(oo)~F(oo). Recall Definition 4.2. 
(c) Consider a continuous maturation model (19), (20) with Fuut, Fin, H and a sequence of 
continuous maturation models (19) and (20) with Four,j, ~n.j, Itj. Then we say that the sequence 
of models approximate the first model in distribution iff (/-/j) converges towards H in distribution 
and (Fin, j) and (Four,j) converge towards Fin and Fou t in physiological distribution for j -~ ~.  
Remarks. 
(a) If F and G and Fj and Gj are related by equation (24), respectively, then (Fj) 
converges towards F in physiological distribution iff (Gj) converges towards G 
in distribution (j--+ ~). This fact motivates the definition (b), See Lcmma 4.1. 
(b) If (Fj) converges towards Fin physiological distribution and Fis both continuous 
and physiologically continuous, then (F/) converges towards F pointwise (t -+ oo). 
The following criterion uses the powerful Laplace transform technique. 
Proposition 4.4 
Consider a sequence of continuous maturation modols (19) and (20) with distribution functions 
Four.j, Fin.j, Hi. Let Fin,j(to)= 0 = Hj(0) for all j. Further let / t j (z)~ ~v (z) for j ~ ~,  z >i 0 with a 
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function ~' which is continuous at z = 0 from the right. Then ~' =/-I  for some probability 
distribution function H, H(0) = 0, and ~ converges towards H in distribution. Further (Fou~j) 
converges towards some distribution function Four in physiological distribution iff (Fin.j) converges 
towards some distribution function F~ in physiological distribution. If one (and so the other) of 
these events occurs, Fo~t, Fin and H satisfy equations (19) and (20). 
Remark. For the proof use Theorem 2,2a in Ref. [14], Section XIII. 1 and Lemmas 4.11 and 4.12. 
In particular (Fj) converges to F in physiological distribution if F j - ,  F for j--,oo pointwise on 
[0, ~). 
A much stronger notion of convergence than convergence in (physiological) distribution is 
provided by convergence in mean (or total variation). Recall that the total variation 11G I[ of a 
signed distribution function G, G(y)=O for y =0,  can be defined as the supremum of 
IS[0, oo)u (y)G (dy)[ over all continuous (or Borel measurable) functions u on [0, oo), lull< 1. If G 
is absolutely continuous with Lebesque density g, then 
fo IIGII = Ig(y)ldy. 
For signed distribution functions F with F( t )= 0 for t ~< to we define the physiological total 
variation II F II as the supremum of 
~,0. ~) u , 
[R (t, to)]F(dt) 
over all continuous bounded functions u on [0, oo), [ u l~< 1. If G is related to F by equation (24), 
HEll, = IlG II. Lemma 4.3 now implies Proposition 4.4. 
Proposition 4.5 
Let the distribution functions Fin, Four, H and Fin, Pout, /7 satisfy equation (20). Then 
IIFou,- Pou, ll~ ~ < II H - /7  IIFi,(oo)+ IIFi,- ~.11~. 
Motivated by this proposition we make the following definition. 
Definition 4.5 
Consider a continuous maturation model (19) and (20) with Four, Fin, H and a sequence of 
continuous maturation models with Font,j, Fin, j, /-/j. Then we say that the sequence of models 
approximate the first model in mean iff Fo~t,j and Fin,y converge towards Fout and Fin in physiological 
mean and ~ converges towards H in mean, i.e. 
II Fout, j - Fo,t I1~ + II F in , j  - -  Fin II~0, 
I IH j -H I [ -*0 ,  for j--.oo. 
We conclude this section by relating the means and the variances of the mortality-corrected 




Ein, o., = R(t, to)Fi .... t(dt)/Fi..out(~) 
0 
V~ .... t = [R(t, to) - Ein.out]2Fi..out(dt)/Fi.,out(~), 
0 
are the mortality-corrected means and variances of the physiological entry and exit times. Eou, - Ei. 
is the mortality-corrected mean duration of development measured in physiological time, Vo.t - V~. 
a measure o f  its dispersion. 
As 
C.A.M.W.A. 15/6--8--K 
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and 
Ei.,ou, = ~ xGi .... ,(dx), 
d(0, ~) 
Vinou t £ (X 2 , = - Ei..on,) G~ . . . .  , (dx )  
O, x) 
and the mean and variance of a convolution of distributions equals to the sum of their means and 
variances respectively (as one can see by taking the Laplace transform) we obtain the following 
result. 
Proposition 4.6 
Eo,a - Ein = E, 
Vo. , -  Vi. = V, 
with E and V denoting the mean and the variance of exit maturities, i.e. of the probability 
distribution function H. 
If F again denotes the mortality-corrected time distribution function of individuals passing 
through the stage, i.e. F = F~-  Fo, . then Proposition 4.6 can be formulated as follows. 
Corollary 4.1 
Note that F (m)= O. 
oo 
E = R(t, to)F(dt)/~,(oo) 
0 
V = [R(t, to) - ½{Ein + Eout}]2F(dt)/~n(m). 
0 
5. THE SIMPLE CONTINUOUS MATURATION MODEL WITH 
ONE EXIT MATURITY ONLY 
The conceptually (but not mathematically) easiest continuous maturation model assumes that 
all individuals leave the stage exactly at the same maturity which we normalize to be one. This 
model already contains all the difficulties which lead to the extension of the continuous maturation 
model in Section 3. For the distribution function of exit maturities is not continuous, namely 
H(x) - -0 ,  if x<~I ,H(x)=I ,  if x> l .  (41) 
We work out this example in some detail in order to make the extension in Section 3 and some 
of the abstract results in Section 4 more concrete. Further this "deterministic" continuous 
maturation model is the starting point for the boxcartrain methods. 
If inflow and outflow are described by mortality-corrected distribution functions Fin and Fout, 
their relation [see equation (20)] takes the form 
Fou, (t)  = j-{,0 <, < ,, ,,(,, ,) > ,} (d~ ), (42) 
provided that Fro(t0)= 0. 
If the inflow is given by a rate fin, i.e. equation 08) holds, then equation (42) can be written 
as 
Four(t) = f tr (to, Qfn(~)dT. (43) 
Jt to< ~ <t ;R( t , r )>  1} 
We want to illustrate that, though the inflow is given by a rate fn, the outflow may be not. Let 
fi,(t) ~0  for t <0  or t > 1, f,(t)--- 1 for O<.t <. 1, r ( t )=O for t <. 1, r ( t )= 1 for t > 1. Then 
Fnut(t) = 0 for t ~< 2, but Font(t)= S01 tr(0, z)dz > 0 for t > 2. This mathematical scenario can be 
visualized by a conveyer belt of normalized length 1 with endpoints 0 and 1. Up to time 1 the 
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conveyer beltdoes not move and the input is accumulated at the endpoint 0. A t  time 1 the input 
stops, but the conveyer belt starts moving. At time t = 2 all the material transported on the 
conveyer belt simultaneously falls down from the belt at the endpoint 1. 
The outflow can be described by a rate if Fin is absolutely physiologically continuous, i.e. if the 
inflow is described by a rate fin which satisfies 
¢7(to, t ) f in( t )  = r ( t )g in [R( t ,  to)] (44) 
with some integrable function gin on R, gin(x) = 0 for x ~< 0. Then 
f ~(t, to) - 1 
Four(t) = gin()) dy (45) 
and the outflow rate four is indicated by 
fo~t(t) = r ( t )g in [R( t ,  to) - 1]~(t, to). (46) 
Compare Proposition 4.3 and successive remark. Let now r ( t )  I> E > 0 for t ~ R. Then every signed 
distribution function is absolutely physiologically continuous. In particualar there exists a unique 
~(t) such that 
R[t ,  z(t)] = 1. (47) 
Then equation (46) can be rewritten via equation (44) in the following form: 
r ( t )  
fo~t (t) = r [~ (t)----] o [t, z (t)]fin [x (t)]. (48) 
z (t) denotes the instant at which an individual must enter the stage in order to reach maturity 1 
and leave the stage at time t. 
6. BOXCARTRAIN METHODS 
In view of continuous maturation models the boxcartrain methods rely on the following idea: 
fix the exit maturity to be one, discretize quation (3) in the maturation scale, i.e. in the variable 
x, and use the discretization error to generate artificial dispersion. This is realized in dividing the 
stage into k artificial substages where the natural number k is adapted such that the correct 
dispersion is obtained. The substages, called "boxcars" or "boxes" are considered homogeneous 
developmental units and development is simulated by an exchange of their contents. Continuous 
boxcartrains ("fixed boxcartrains" in Goudriaan's [3] terminology) transfer the contents of the 
substages continuously in time whereas discrete boxcartrains (called "escalator boxcartrains" in 
Ref. [3]) do so at discrete instants. Whereas the continuous boxcartrains discretize the simple 
continuous maturation model with respect o the maturity scale only, the discrete boxcartrain also 
discretizes it in time. A continuous boxcartrain can also be visualized as a cascade of water tanks 
(see Ref. [3], Fig. 3]), whereas the discrete boxcartrain can be compared with an imaginary school 
[3]. 
6. I. Cont inuous Boxcart ra ins  
Let r (t), # (t) >t 0 denote the rates of maturation and mortality as before and nj(t) ,  j = 1 . . . . .  k,  
the number of individuals in the j th  substage at time t. Then the exchange between the substages 
is modelled by the following system of ODEs: 
ti I ( t )  = fin ( t )  - [kr ( t )  + # (t)]n I(t) 
tiy(t) = k r ( t ){ny_ , ( t )  - ny(t)} - IZ(t)nj(t) ;  j = 2 . . . .  , k;  
four ( t )  = kr  ( t )nk (t)  (49) 
fin and lout again denote the rates of individuals entering and leaving the stage, respectively. Note 
that, since r (t) indicates the maturation rate through the whole stage, the maturation rate through 
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a single substage must be kr(t) .  The initial conditions for the continuous boxcartrain are 
nj(t0) = 0, j= l  . . . . .  k, 
f~,(t) = 0, t ~< to, (50) 
with fin being an integrable function. Then we obtain the following well-known result [3] either from 
successive integration of equation (49) or from considering weighted Laplace transforms. 
Lemma 6.1 
In the continuous boxcartrain the inflow fin, the outflow four and the flow n ( t )= Ek nj(t) of 
individuals atisfy equations (15) and (16) with 
xk- I  
P(x )  = k rk (kx) ,  rk(X) = 
(k -- 1)! 
Moreover, 
and 
e -x. (51) 
P(x )  dx = 1 = xP(x )  dx = E 
0 
f0 ~ 1 V : = (E - x)2p (x) dx = ~. 
Remark. The distribution densities FK are called gamma and Erlang family, P the gamma 
distribution with mean 1 and variance k-~. 
We see from Lemma 6.1 that the continuous boxcartrain can only simulate development with 
relative dispersion k-1/2 in the physiological time scale. Moreover, the distribution of exit maturity 
must be given by the density equation (51). This is a severe restriction if the relative dispersion 
to be simulated is large. As the continuous boxcartrain discretizes the simple continuous 
maturation model, it is not astonishing that the continuous boxcartrain converges towards the 
simple continuous maturation model (see Section 5) in distribution, if the number k of boxes tends 
to infinity. This follows easily from equations (18) and (20) and Lemma 5 because 
P(x )  = ~ = 1 + x /k  -*e-X' 
the Laplace transform of the distribution function H(x)  = O, 0 <~ x <<. 1; H(x)  = l, x > I. 
6.2. Discrete Boxcartrains 
Continuous boxeartrains suffer from the drawback that the relative dispersion of duration is 
(1/k) ~/2 with k being a natural number. The underlying idea of discrete boxeartrains consists in 
exchanging the contents of the substages not continuously in time, but at discrete instants only and 
to generate some additional dispersion in this way such that all dispersions can be realized. Again 
we consider k substages the boundaries of which correspond to the maturity values j /k ,  j = 0 . . . . .  k 
with the exit maturity being fixed at 1. Goudriaan [3] suggests to consider the k substages to be 
k classes of pupils in an imaginary school which at certain discrete instants tin, m e 7/, can be 
promoted from one to the next class. In addition to the k (school) classes we consider a zeroth 
(or preschool) class in which the inflow of individuals is collected and promoted into the first class 
at the next promotion term tin. Whereas all individuals in the zeroth (preschool) class are promoted 
to the first class at the instants tin, promotion from the j th  to the j + lth class only occurs at a 
certain probability. (Here our boxcartrain is more general than Goudriaan's [3] who assumes that 
no children repeat he class.) The last, the kth class plays the role of a postschool class because 
individuals do not leave it at the instants tm but continuously in time (as soon as they have found 
a job, for example). In order to be more precise we assume that tm< t~ + l for m ~ Z and t~_* _ oo. 
During each half-open interval tm<~t <tm+l (the ruth school year) the content of the class 
1 . . . . .  k - 1 only changes by mortality, whereas the content of the zeroth and kth class also 
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changes by the inflow and outflow of pupils respectively. So we formulate the following equations: 
ito(t) = - # ( t )no( t )  + fn(t);  
i t j ( t)  = - - i t ( t )n / ( t ) ,  j = 1 . . . . .  k - 1; 
it, ( t )  = -- It ( t )n  k ( t )  - -  foot (t) (52) 
for t,.~< t < tm+l ,m ~7l.  
We now recall that the maturity range of each class j = 1 . . . . .  k -  1 is 1/k and that the 
individuals increase their maturity by 
fi 
rm + I 
r m = R( t "+ 1, t " )  = r (s )  ds, (53) 
m 
from time t"  to t" + i. So it is reasonable to assume that the probability p"  to be promoted at time 
t" + i is given by p" = kr" .  This forces us to choose the instants t" such that 
kr"  ~< 1, (54) 
because otherwise the individuals will be over-matured for the class in which they are. Choosing 
kr"  = 1 for all m yields Goudriaan's escalator boxcartrain [3]. For time t = t" +1 we formulate the 
following promotion conditions: 
no(t,, + 1) = 
n l ( t "+ l )  = 
nj(tm+l)  = 
nk(t"+ i) = 
Here n/( t"+l  - ) denotes the limit of nj ( t )  
O~ 
(1  - -  kr" )n t ( t "+ l - ) + no(t"+1 - ), 
(1 - krm)n/(t , ,+ l - )+  k r "n j _ l ( t "+,  - ), 
for j=2  . . . . .  k - l ,  
nk(t"+ 1 - ) + k r "nk_  , ( t"+ l -- ). (55) 
at t"+j from the left. Condition (55) means that, at the 
critical instants t"+ i, the end of the ruth school year, the fraction kr"  of the classes 1 . . . . .  k - 1 
is promoted to the next, whereas the fraction 1 -  kr"  has to repeat the class. Everyone in the 
preschool (zeroth) class is promoted to the first, nobody is turned out of the last class. 
We choose the following initial conditions for condition (55): 
f . ( t )=O for t~<t0; 
n/ ( t " )  = 0 for m ~< 0. (56) 
In contrast o the continuous boxcartrain the outflow four cannot be specified at this point of the 
model derivation. But the analysis of conditions (52), (55), (56) will reveal some inherent logic 
which suggests how this should be done. To this end we define the mortality-corrected integrated 
inflow and outflow 
~l 
tm + 1 
Aim, out : = (7 ( tm,  t ) fn .  out(t) dt. (57)  
m 
We further introduce 
n 7' = nj(t..), (58) 
a.: = a(t"+ ,, t.) = exp[-  f,~ +' U(s)ds], (59) 
k 
n( t )  = Y' n/( t ) .  (60) 
j=O 
a" gives the probability of surviving from time tm to tin+ 1, n ( t )  the total number of individuals in 
the stage. 
One easily proves the following result. 
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Proposition 6.1 
Let the functions nj, j = 0 . . . . .  k, be absolutely continuous solutions of conditions (52), (55) and 
(56) in every time interval [tin, tin+ |). Then n (t) is an absolutely continuous olution of 
l i(t) + #(t )n( t )  =fin(t) -- four(t), 
for t ~ R, and the following recursion holds for k/> 1: 
n°=O, for j = l . . . .  , k, 
n~ '+' = am{(1 - krm)n'~ + Am}, 
n~ '+l =am{(1 -krm)n?Wkrmnym_l}, for j=2  . . . . .  k -  1, 
n~ '+l = am {n~' - Ao m' + krmn"~_ ~ }. (61) 
In equations (61) we realize that a fraction a,~krm leaves the classes j = 1,, . . ,  k - 1 from time tm 
to time t,, + t. In order that the k th class keeps step with the previous classes we postulate that the 
same holds for this class and adapt the mortality-corrected integrated outflow accordingly 
Aomut = kr m n~. (62) 
Now the kth equation in equation (61) has the same form as the equationsj = 1 . . . . .  k - 1. We 
have not yet specified fout. In order to satisfy equation (57) we define 
four(t) = r~lr(t)a(t ,  tm)Aout, (63) 
for tm ~< t < tin+ l" Note that equations (57), (61)-(63) are not affected if we redefine the inflow fin 
SO that it takes the form (63), 
fin (t) = r m lr (t)a (t, tm)A m. (64) 
By this redefinition we avoid the difficulty that the dispersion caused in class zero depends on the 
shape of the inflow. See Ref. [3, 4.4]. Actually giving the same form to four and fin makes the 
dispersion in the last box balance the dispersion in the zeroth box. There are two ways of looking 
at the "discrete" boxcartrain (61) and (62). On the one hand one can consider it a time 
discretization of the continuous boxcartrain, on the other hand one may regard it as a discretization 
of the continuous maturation model (3), (6) and (7) with fixed exit maturity 1 (i.e. the simple 
continuous maturation model) along characteristic curves or, equivalently as a time discretization 
of equations (9), (11) and (12). 
In order to illuminate in which way the discrete boxcartrain can be considered a continuous 
maturation model and approximates the continuous boxcartrain and the simple continuous 
maturation model we choose a time discretization tin, m ~ Z, such that 
fl 
l rn+ 1 
rm=R(t, ,+l ,  tr,)= r ( s )ds=e>O,  ke<<.l, (65) 
rn 
is independent of m. Now the definitions (63) and (64) turn out to be a lucky choice. For the 
mortality-corrected distribution functions ffin, Four associated with fin and four by equation (17) have 
the following weighted Laplace transforms: 
/~in (z) = e-"~za(to, tm)A m e-• dy. (66) 
m=0 
A similar formula holds for Font. If we calculate F~n, we obtain 
Fin(z ) = e-~'za(to, tm) e-~R(t, tm)a(tm, t)fin(t)dt. 
m=O m 
So the following result holds. 
Lemma 6.2 
(a) ffin(tm) = Fin(t,,). 
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(b) Let a(t0, t ) fn ( t )  be an integrable function of t. Then Pin converges to Fib in physiological 
distribution if E -+0. 
. Proof. (a) follows from equations (64) and (57). (b) Follows from Proposition 4.4 and from 
Pin(Z)--' Fin(z) for E --,0, z >I 0. 
We now use Lemma 4.5 in order to determine whether, after the redefinition (64), the discrete 
boxcartrain represents a continuous maturation model and to identify the distribution of exit 
maturities. 
It follows from equations (66) (61) and (62) that 
. f kEe-,~ )k , 
Fo~,(z) = ~1 - 6 - -~)e - '~  Fin(z). (67) 
So the redefined boxcartrain represents a continuous maturation model indeed and the distribution 
of exit maturities is the k-fold convolution of a discrete distribution with the probabilities being 
concentrated at Era, m = 1, 2 . . . . .  and having values Ek(1--Ek) m-~. So the distribution of exit 
maturities is also discrete with the exit probabilities being concentrated at the maturities Era, 
m = k, k + 1 . . . . .  and having the values (Ek)k(1 -- ek)~-kr,m-~). 
As the mean and the variance of the convolution of distributions i given by the respective sums 
we easily calculate the mean and the variance of the exit maturities. 
Proposition 6.2 
The redefined discrete boxcartrain equations (61)-(64) represents a continuous maturation 
model with the distribution of exit maturities being given by a shifted negative binomial distribution 
concentrated at the points Era, m = k, k + 1 , . . . ,  with weights (Ek)k(1 -- ~k)'-k(km--~l ). The mean exit 
maturity is E = 1, the variance of exit maturities amounts to V = 1/k - E. 
Note that a redefined iscrete boxcartrain can realize any variance < 1 if E = 1. If we choose 
kE = 1, we even have a dispersion-free boxcartrain. But this is only due to Definition 6.15 of the 
outflow and the redefinition 6.16 of the inflow in Ref. [3, 4.4]. 
We now want to make precise in what respect the discrete boxcartrain approximates the 
continuous boxcartrain and the deterministic continuous maturation model. 
Looking at equation (67) we observe that the Laplace transform of the exit maturity distribution 
of the discrete boxcartrain converges (for E ~0)  to the Laplace transform of the exit maturity 
distribution of the continuous boxcartrain. Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 4.5(b) now imply the following 
relation. 
Proposition 6.3 
Let a (to, t)f in(t) be a non-negative integrable function of t, fin(t) = 0 for t ~< to. Then the discrete 
boxcartrain (57), (61)-(63), (65) converges towards the continuous boxcartrain (49) and (50) in 
distribution, if E --*0. 
Proposition 6.3 states that the discrete boxcartrain is an approximation of the continuous 
boxcartrain in a twofold way: first, as a time-discrete model it is a time-discretization f the 
continuous boxcartrain; secondly if the inflow is redefined by equation (64) and both the 
continuous and the discrete boxcartrain are considered in the framework of continuous maturation 
models, the discrete boxcartrain originates from the continuous one by discretizing the distribution 
of exit maturities in replacing gamma distributions by shifted negative binomial distributions. 
In order to clarify the relation of the discrete boxcartrain to the simple continuous maturation 
model in Section 5, we choose the time discretization tm such that rm = R(tm÷ I, tin) = ~ = 1/k. Then 
the exit maturity distribution degenerates to a distribution which is concentrated at 1. From Lemma 
6.2 we have the following result. 
Proposition 6.4 
Let a (to, t)f io(t)  be a non-negative integrable function of t, f in(t) = 0 for t ~< t0. Then the discrete 
boxcartrain (57), (61)-(64) converges towards the simple maturation model in distribution if 
rm=E = l /k  and k~.  
Recall Definition 4.4. 
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We summarize the relations between simple continuous maturation model, continuous and 
discrete boxcartrain in the following diagram: 
imple continuous maturation modei~rn 1 
discrete in maturation discrete in t e and maturity 
continuousJboxcartrain discrete in t ime discrete~boxcartrain 
~-d isc re te  of exit maturation d i sc re t i za t ion J  
7. THE GENERALIZED CONTINUOUS BOXCARTRAIN WITH 
IDENTICAL BOX SIZE 
The continuous boxcartrain suffers from the drawback that it only simulates exit maturity 
distributions which are described by gamma densities with mean 1 and variance l /k ,  k e N. Here 
we present a generalized version which, at least in principle, approximates continuous maturation 
models with arbitrary exit maturity distributions. Recall that the continuous boxcartrain consists 
of k boxcars (substages) each of which has the maturity range 1/k and that the individuals can leave 
the stage from the last substage only. We now decouple the number of substages and their maturity 
range (box size), but again we give the same maturity range to every substage. Further we allow 
that the stage can be left from every substage. So individuals leaving the jth substage nter the 
next substage with a probability (1 - qj) and leave the stage (instead of entering the next substage) 
with the probability qj, 0 ~< qj ~< 1. 
7. I. The Boxcartrain 
To be more precise than before we assume that our boxcartrain consists ofjk boxcars each of 
which has the maturity range I lk ,  k > 0. Equation (49) is modified as follows: 
ti l(t) = f in(t)  - [kr (t)  + I~ (t)]n~(t) 
tij(t) = k r ( t ) (1  - qj_ 1)nj_ l(t) - [kr(t )  d- It(t)]nj(t); j = 2 , . . .  ,Jk; (68) 
Jk 
four(t) = k r ( t )  ~, qynj(t), 
j=l 
with 
0~<qj<l for j<A,  (69) 
qjk ~ l -  
Again we impose the following initial conditions: 
hi(to) = O, j = 1 , . . . , j k ,  (70) 
fin(t) = 0, t<<.to. 
We remind that nj denotes the number of individuals in the jth substage, so 
Jk 
n = ~ nj, (71) 
j=t 
indicates the total number of individuals passing through the stage. Summing the equations in 
condition (68) we again obtain 
pi (t)  + l~ (t)n (t)  = fn ( t )  - font (t). (72) 
In order to identify the generalized continuous boxcartrain as a continuous maturation model we 
define 
pj = qj(l -- qj_ ~)-" (1 -- q,), j = 2, . . .  ,Jk, (73) 
e l  ~ ql" 
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The number pj gives the probability at which an individual just entering the stage will leave it from 
the j th substage (provided that it will not die before). It easily follows by induction that 
J 
1 - -  ~., P i=  (1  - -  q j ) ' ' - (1  - -  q l ) ,  
i=1  
for j ~<Jk, in particular, by condition (69), 
Jk 
Xpj=l. 
j= l  
Theorem 7.1 
The generalized continuous boxcartrain is a continuous maturation model with the exit maturity 
distribution H~ being given by the Lebesque density 
Pk(X) = e -kx ~ • (74) 
/=~ ( J - - ) .  
Actually the exit maturity distribution of the generalized continuous boxcartrain is a finite linear 
combination of the exit maturity distributions of continuous boxcartrains. 
Remark. Note that the probabilities qjcan be recycled from pj in definition (73) by the recursion 
qj+, =pj+ ~[(1 - qj). • • (1 - q,)]-~. 
So any continuous maturation model the exit maturity distribution of which is given by a Lebesque 
density (74) with 
J~ 
~pj=l, t,j~>0, pj~>0, 
j= l  
can be represented by a continuous boxcartrain. 
Proof of  Theorem 7. I. 
n! : : n l, 
nj: = (qflpj)nj, (75) 
for j = 2 . . . . .  Jk. Note from definition (73) that 
pflqj = (1 - qj_ l)Pj-,/qj-,, 
for j = 2 . . . . .  Jk" SO we obtain the following equations for nj from equation (68): 
/l, (t) = fin(t) - [kr(t) + # (t)]nl(t), 
ily(t) = kr(t){nj_ 1 (0 -  nj(t)} - lt(t)nj(t), for j = 2 . . . . .  Jk. (76) 
From equations (68) and (75) we obtain 
Jk 
fo~t(t) = ~ Pyfout.j(t) 
j= l  
fout.j(t) = kr(t)nj(t). (77) 
So foutj is the outflow of a continuous boxcartrain with j boxes each of which has maturity range 
1/k, i .e. a continuous maturation model exit maturity distribution is indicated by (compare Lemma 
6.1) 
x j -  l 
~(x)  = kFj(kx), Fj(x) = ( j  _ 1)! e-X" (78) 
This can be seen by taking weighted Laplace transforms and using Lemma 4.5 or by checking that 
f: nj(t) = fin(O/~[R(t, ~)]~(t, ~) d~ (79) o 
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actually solves equation (76). So, by equations (77)-(79) 
fo.~(t) = r(t) ~n(z)Pk[R(t, z)]o (t, z) dz, 
O" 
with Pk being given by equation (74). 




i k j  
~;  Jk j ( j  + 1) 
(b) x2Pk(x)~ = ~ k---T---Pj 
jffil 
~j( j+  1) ~ i.j 
(C) Vk f j~ffi l -~'kT--- PJ - ,,JfL , -~  P,PJ" 
We now discuss in what sense arbitrary continuous maturation models can be approximated by 
generalized continuous boxcartrains. The kind and the order of approximation will depend on the 
smoothness of the exit maturity distribution. 
7.2. Approximation by Generalized Continuous Boxcartrains 
Consider a continuous maturation model whose exit maturity distribution is described by a 
distribution function H. Then we define a Lebesque density Pk by equation (74) with 
pj:= H(~) -H( J -~k  1) for 
p f i= l -H(~- -~k  1) for J=A,  
j = 1, . . . , .h--  1, 
(80 
withA being chosen such that pjk > 0. I fHhas compact support, i.e. H(x) = 1 for some 0 < x < ~,  
then A can be chosen such that pj = H(j /k)  - H( j  - 1/k) also holds for j =Jk. By the remark 
succeeding Theorem 7.1 Pk describes the exit maturity distribution of a generalized continuous 
boxcartrain. 
Theorem 7.2 
ChooseA such that 1 < H(A - 1/k)~ 1 for k ~ ~.  Then Hk(y) = S~ Pk(x)dx converges towards 
H in distribution if k ~ oo. Moreover, the corresponding continuous boxcartrains approximate he 
continuous maturation model in distribution. 
See Definition 4.4. 
Proof. According to Proposition 4.4 we show that the Laplace transforms of Ilk converge 
towards the Laplace transform of H pointwise. The Laplace transform of Ilk is given by 
So, for z/> O, 
j= I j -  I/k,jl~) 
o ÷ 2I, --@) 1 
The theorem now follows from Lebesque's theorem of dominated convergence and the following 
estimate: let j -  l/k <~ x <~j/k. 
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Then 
The first term converges towards zero by the well-known fact that 
1+ -}e ~ for k~oo.  
The second can be estimated by 
1 z 
1 - -~<kz  
l+ -  
k 
and converges towards zero for k ~ ~ uniformly in j. 
We study next how the mean and the variance of a continuous maturation model are 
approximated by the means and the variances of generalized continuous boxcartrains. We restrict 
our consideration, however, to exit maturity distributions with compact support and choose Jk E N 
such that 
Theorem 7.3 
Let H be a probability distribution function with compact support and let the Lebesque density 
Pk be defined by equations (74), (81) and (82). Let E, Ek and V, Vk denote the respective means 
and variances of H and Pk. Then the following holds: 
1 





I V -  Vkl <~ TcE, 
if k >~E. 
Proof. Use Proposition 7.1. Recall that a probability distribution function H on [0, oo) has 
compact support iff H(x) = 1 for x t> x0 > 0. 
If the exit maturity distribution of a continuous maturation model is described by a Lebesque 
density, then it can be approximated by generalized continuous boxcartrains even in the mean. 
Theorem 7.4 
Let the probability distribution function H be given by a Lebesque density P, i.e. 
H(y) = ( f  e(x) dy. 
Choose Jk such that 
0<I -H  ~0 for k~oo 
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and define the densities Pk by equations (44) and (81). Then 
o~lP(x ) -Pk(x ) ldx - - *O for k- - ,~.  
So the continuous maturation model with exit maturity distribution H is approximated in mean 
by the generalized continuous boxcartrains associated with P~. 
See Proposition 4.5 and Definition 4.5. 
Proof of  Theorem 7.4. Without restricting the generality we can assume that P is continuous and 
has compact support. We choose the Poisson distributions qJk, y which are concentrated at the 
points 0, 1/k, 2/k, 3/k . . . . .  with values 
e -*y (kY)J at j /k .  
j~ 
qJk, y has the mean y and the variance y/k.  See Ref. [14, VII.l, Example b]. Let O h y denote the 
convolution of ~'k,y with the rectangle distribution which is given by the density'f (z)= k for 
0 <~ z <<. 1/k and zero otherwise. Then Ok, y has the mean y + 1/2k and the variance y /k  + 1/3k 2. 
We now fix k ~ N and define 
i.e. 
and modify 
/~k(Y) = f[0,=) P(x)~k.y(dx) ,  




= P(x)dx ,  j = 1 . . . .  PJ d(j- ~)/k 
(83) 
j=t  
p: =/~:, j= l  . . . .  , jr-- l, 
pj~ = P(x )  dx. (84) 
Jk- D/k 
The proof now follows from combining Lemma 1 in Ref. [5, VII. 1], Chebyshev's inequality (see, 
e.g. Ref. [5, V.7]) and elementary estimates. 
In principle it is possible to give explicit estimates if P is Lipschitz continuous and has finite mean 
and variance. But the order of convergence is rather poor. Even if P is arbitrarily smooth and has 
compact support, the order of convergence in mean is not better than 1/k for k-* oo in general. 
If P is Lipsehitz continuous only, the order of convergence is not better than ~/~.  Further Jk 
increases as fast as k at least. So both the size of the ODE system (68) and the size of its parameters 
increase very rapidly if one wants to yield a good approximation in mean. For practical 
applications, on the other hand, the exit maturity distribution can be estimated from laboratory 
or field observation with considerable uncertainty only. Note that the boxcartrain (74) and (83) 
is rather obust in this respect. This seems to be more valuable than a high order of approximation. 
In practice one should choose k and Jk according to the accuracy with which H has been estimated 
and to the numerical expenses one is willing to employ. 
8. THE GENERALIZED CONTINUOUS BOXCARTRAIN WITH STRETCHING 
BOX SIZE 
If the exit maturity distribution has a long tail the generalized continuous boxcartrain with fixed 
range of the substages might be a good approximation of the continuous maturation model only 
at the expense of a large number of substages, i.e. a large number of differential equations. A way 
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out of this dilemma may consist in stretching the range of the substages such that every substage 
is smaller than the subsequent one. In Section 7 we first presented the generalized continuous 
boxcartrain and then showed that it approximates the continuous maturation model. Here we will 
take the opposite route. We approximate the exit maturity distribution by densities of a special 
type and show that the continuous maturation models with these approximating densities can be 
expressed by a system of ordinary differential equations which has boxcartrain type. The reader 
who is not interested in the derivation may immediately switch to Section 8.2. 
8.1. Derivation of the Boxcartrain 
First we assume that the exit maturity distribution has a Lebesque probability density P. The 
basic idea consists in transforming P into a probability density Q living on the interval [0, 1] and 
to approximate Q by Bernstein polynomials (e.g. see Refs [14, VII.l,2; 15])• So we choose a 
real-valued function Q on [0, 1] such that 
2Q (1 - e-Z~)e -z~ = P(x), (85) 
for x/> 0. Here 2 > 0 is a free parameter which can be adjusted to improve the approximation. 
Note that equation (85) implies 
f0 ;0 Q(~)d~ = P(x)dx = 1. (86) 
We now approximate Q by Bernstein polynomials 
Qk(~)= ~ (~) (k + (87) 
with 
f 
( j+  l)/(k + I) 
pj=pj.k= Q(~) d~, j=0 . . . . .  k. (88) 
Jj[(k + 1) 




(J;) fo • l ( j+ l+ l )  e J ( l -~) td~=l .  
o I Qk(~)d = 1. 
j., 
(c) IQ~(~)-Q(¢)Id~--*0 for k--*~. 
0 
Proof. (a) This well-known formula follows from successive partial integrations; (b) is an 
immediate consequence of condition (a); (c) for given E > 0 choose a Lipschitz continuous function 
such that 
;0 11~(~)  -- Q (~)ld¢ £. (89) 
Let {~, be given by equation (87) with pj being provided by equation (88) and Q replacing Q. Then 
it follows from equation (89) and condition (a) that 
o ' -  Qk(¢)ld~ ~< E. 
Let Qk be given by equation (87) with (k + 1)pj = Q(j/k). Due to the Lipschitz continuity of 
we have 
[Ok(~)--Qk(~)l"*0 for k~oo,  
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uniformly in 0 ~< ~ ~< 1. It is well-known, however, that 
IO(~)-Q~(~)I--*0 for k~,  
uniformly in 0 ~< ~ ~< 1. See Lemma 1 and Example (a) in Ref. [14, VII.l]. Combining these steps 
yields the assertion. We now reverse quation (85) and define 
Pk(X ) = ~.Qk(1 -- e-ZX)e-ZL (90) 
The following result immediately follows from Lemma 8.1. 
Lemma 8.2 
(a) 17  Pk (x) dx = 1. 
L 
(b) I Pk (X) -P (x ) ldx~O for k~.  
0 




k f0® j~oP j = P(x) dx = 1. (93) 
We now consider the continuous maturation model (15) and (16) with the exit maturity distribution 
Pk in equation (91). We define 
~j(t) = (~ ) f ~ ~ fin(X )[1-- e-aR°'¢)]J e-X(k + l-~R("~)o (t, z ) d¢. (94) 
Then we have from equation (16) 
k 




~ rT0(t) =fin(t) -- {2(k + 1)r (t) + #(t)}~0(t) 
d 
Sj(t) --- 2(k + 1 - j ) r ( t ){~j_, ( t )  - $j(t)} - la(t)$j(t), j = 1 , . . . ,  k. (96) 
The system (95) and (96) is not yet a boxcartrain because 
k 
--- Y nj, 
j=o 
does not satisfy equation (15), i.e. a does not give the total number of individuals passing the stage. 
We now reverse definition (73). We can assume without restriction that Pk > 0. We define 
q j+ l=P j+, [ ( l -q j ) " ' (1 -qo) ]  -1, j= l , . . . , k -1 ,  (97) 
q0 = P0" 
AS in Section 7 we find 
0~<qj<l, j - -0  . . . . .  k - l ,  
qk= 1. (98) 
f - 1/21n(l - - j+ l/k+ 1) 
pj = P(x) dx, j = 0 . . . . .  k. (92) 
J -- 1/).ln(l - j /k+ 1) 




1 -~  Pl = (1 - qj) • • • (1 - q0) (99) 
i-O 
p j= q j ( I  - -  q j - - I ) " " "  (1 - -  q,) ,  (100) 
j= l  . . . . .  k. 
Again pj is the probability at which an individual just entering the stage will leave it from the jth 
substage, whereas qjis the probability at which an individual just leaving thejth substage also leaves 
the stage instead of entering the next substage. We now define 
k+l  
nj(t) = k + 1 -y  (pJqj)gj(t) (101) 
and obtain the following system of equations. 
8.2. The Generalized Continuous Boxcartrain with Stretching Box Size 
With fout and fin again denoting the outflow and inflow of the stage and nj the number of 
individuals in thejth substage we describe the flow of individuals through the stage by the following 
system of equations: 
k 
fout(t) = r(t) ~ (k + 1 -j)q~nj(t), 
j -O  
d 
dt no(t) -fin(t) - {• (k + 1)r (t) + # (t)}no(t), (102) 
d 
nj+ ~(t) = ~ {k + 1 - j}  (1 - qj)r(t)nj(t) - {,~ (k - j ) r ( t )  + # (t)}nj+ i(t)d = 0 . . . . .  k - 1. (103) 
The system (102) and (103) is a boxcartrain indeed, for the definition 
k 
n(t) = ~ ny(t), 
j -O  
yields equation (15), i.e. the numbers of individuals in the substages sum up to the total number 
of individuals in the stage. Note that the different maturity range of the substages i expressed in
different flow rates. Reversing the arguments in Section 8.1 we have the following result. 
Theorem 8.1 
The generalized continuous boxcartrain with stretching box size corresponds to a continuous 
maturation model with the exit maturity distribution being given by the Lebesque probability 
density Pk from equations (91) and (100). 
The derivation of the boxcartrain i Section 8.1 can now be summarized as follows. See Lemma 
8.2 and Proposition 4.5. 
Theorem 8.2 
Let the exit maturity distribution of a continuous maturation model be given by a Lebesque 
probability density P. Define the exit maturity densities Pk by equations (91) and (92). Then 
o lPk(x ) - -P (x ) ldx~O for k--,oo. 
In particular the continuous maturation model associated with P is approximated in mean by the 
generalized continuous boxcartrains associated with Pk via equations (97), (102) and (103). 
Up to now we have restricted our consideration to the approximation ofcontinuous maturation 
models with Lebesque absolutely continuous exit maturity distributions. If the exit maturity 
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distribution isjust given by a probability distribution function H, the definition (92) can be replaced 
by 
r l ln(, <-l ,<, ,)]. P]= HL-- -2 # + i,] J-- 2 k-+ 
In order to show that the boxcartrain (97), (102)--(104) approximates the original continuous 
maturation model in distribution we calculate the Laplace transform of Pk. See Proposition 4.4. 
:=oJo \J/ + 1)pj(1 -e-~):e-~k+t-:)Xe-'Xdx 
- (k + l)pj~J(l - ~)k-J(l -- ¢)'/X d~, 
j=OdO 
with 
P,= \k---~T/ (1o5) 
~(1 - e -a )  = H(x). 
We claim that 
Pk(z) - , f  (1 - ~y/~B(d~) = B(z). (106) 
Jt 0, U 
As (I - ~)z/~ is a continuous function of ~, it can be approximated by polynomials uniformly on 
[0, I]. So, by Lemma 8.1(a) it is sufficient to show that 
Yk,: = (k + 1)p j~ j+ i ( l  - ~)k-Jd~--~ ~'/~(d~) for i = 0, l . . . . .  (107) 
j=o Jo  0,1] 
Again by Lemma 8.1(a)  we have that 
k ( j  + i ) . . .  ( j  + l) X" 
7ki=~Z"__oPJ(i +k + 1) ' '  .(k + 1)" 
Now 
( J+ i ) ' " ( J+ l )  ( J ) i 
0 ~< (i +k  -4- 1)... (k + 1) 
j+ i  ' 
~< i+k+l  
;) 





~pj- -  l, 
it follows that 
k / j \~ 
yk,--~p,~-~-~-T)--*O for k--.oo. 
Now equation (107) follows from equation (105) and Lebesque's theorem of dominated con- 
vergence. So equation (10Ci) has been proven and Proposition 4.4 implies the following result. 
Theorem 8.3 
Let the exit maturity distribution of a continuous maturation model be given by a probability 
distribution function H. Define the exit maturity densities Pk by equations (91) and (104). Then 
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the corresponding probability distribution functions H~ converge towards H in distribution as 
k-~ oo. In particular the continuous maturation model associated with H is approximated in
distribution by the generalized continuous boxcartrains associated with Pk, k--" OO, via equations 
(97), (102) and (103). 
In view of numerically integrating (103) one wants to keep the system as small as possible. Here 
the parameter 2 gives some additional flexibility which can help to find a reasonable approximation 
without making the system too large. The remarks at the end of Section 7 concerning the order 
and the robustness of the approximation also apply to this type of  boxcartrain models. 
9. DISCRETIZATION OF THE CONTINUOUS MATURATION MODEL 
In the last two sections we have approximated quite general continuous maturation models by 
generalized continuous boxcartrains, i.e. by systems of ODEs in which the arising entities till have 
a biological interpretation. The numerical integration of this ODE system will involve some time 
discretization of the solution. This raises the question as to whether it is not more advisable to 
discretize the integral relation between outflow and inflow itself. As the biological data are usually 
anything but accurate, this should be done in such a way that the arising discrete variables allow 
an identification with the discrete data which is robust against inaccuracy and fluctuations. This 
point seems to be more important han a high order of approximation. 
As in the discrete boxcartrain we choose a time discretization t,, m ~ Z, such that t,,--. + oo for 
m ~ + oo and define the integrated mortality-corrected inflow and outflow in the time interval 
[tm, tm+,) by 
m __ ~ tm+l 
Ain, ou, -- a(tm, t)fin, out(t) dt, (108) 
dtm 
if inflow and outflow are given by densities or, equivalently via equation (18) 
a~n, out= O" (tin, to)[Fro, out(tin+ 1) - -  Fin, out(tra)] (108" )  
if inflow and outflow are only given by distribution functions. From equations (20) and (19) 
Fo,a(tm+O = ~ ~'J+'H[R(t,.+,,'c)lFiu(d'c), 
j=O dtj 
n(tm+,) = ~ O'(tm+,, t/)(Ni'n -- A/out). (109) 
1=0 
The essential idea consists in replacing R(tm+t, z) by Rm --½{Rj+t + Rj} for z e [tj, tj+,) with 
R.+ , = R (tm+ t, to). (110) 
Note that this replacement corresponds to choosing ~ such that R(tj+ ,, ~) = R(z, tj). In this way 
we approximate quation (109) by 
flout(t,.+ 0 = ~ H(Rm+,--½{Ry+, +Rj})[Fin(tj+l) - -  F in ( t j )  ]. (111) 
j=0 
Defining Aomt by equation (108') with Fout being replaced by Pout we obtain 
m--t 
~muut - - - -e t l fDg[ t " rn  + I -- Rm])Am + E {e(Rm+ 1 - -  I[Ry+I+Rj]) 
j= l  
-- H (R,,, - ½[Rj+ , + Rj])}cr (t.,, tj)N,'.. (112) 
In view of equation (109) we approximate n by 
n(tm+l) = ~ ff(tm+l, tj)(l~in--~f~uut)mff(tm+l, ){a(tm)+Aimn--Aumut}. (113) 
j=0  
The following estimate of the discretization error can be obtained by a tedious but elementary 
calculation. 
C.A.M.W,A. I $/~4~---L 
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Proposition 9.1 
Let the distribution of exit maturities be given by a Lebesque probability density P and let the 
time discretization 6. be chosen such that 
R(t~+t,t,.)<<.E, forall m~_.  
Let Ai., Ao=, 2[°= and t7 be defined by equations (108'), (112) and (113). Then 
In(tm+l)--a(tm+OI ~< m=0 ~ IA°%-7~o%'I ~< (04=4,/: ~ sup P(y)dy  
+ o4=,,nsup f;IP(y)-P(y+=)ldy}.,=o ~ &"~" 
In particular 
a (tin, to)lFn=(tm+ ,) - Po=(tm+ ,)l ~< ~ I~out -- No,tl 
j=0 
is small for e > 0 being small. 
Remark. Note that 
I®[P(y ) -P (y+a) ldy~O for E~0. sup  
Jo  
I f  the density P is absolutely continuous itself, we have 
f sup _ i P (y+a) -P (y ) ldy<<.~ IP'(z)ldz. 
04=4~/2 ,JO 
If H(E/2)< 1 we can use equations (112) and (113) for determining ~out and ~ from r~. This 
procedure, however, is more sensitive to the discretization error than determining Ao= and a from 
~,.  In principle one can even determine A~= from Ao= via equation (112), but the solutions may 
be not unique and presumably have very little relation to the real inflow. See Section 4after Lemma 
4.5. Note that equation (112) has the required robustness properties because only averaged 
biological data enter the formula. 
In order to interpret the time-discrete model in the framework of continuous maturation models 
we proceed as in the case of the discrete boxcartrain. See Section 6, equations (63) and (64). We 
choose the time discretization such that 
R(tm+~, tin) =E >0, for all m. (114) 
We define the approximating outflow fo= by 
flout (t) = E -'r (t)e (t, t,.)/~'ut, (115) 
for tm ~< t <tm + ~. We redefine the inflow by 
fi=(t) = E-lr(t)tr(t, t=)A~ (116) 
for t., ~< t <tm + ~. Note that this implies that 
----- a(tm, t)fout(t) dt, 
m 
Il 
lm + I 
Ai' ~ --- tr (t,., t)flin(t) dt 
m 
such that equations (115) and (116) are consistent with equation (108). Again equation (56) holds 
for both inflow and outflow. It follows from equation (112) that 
Po=(X) = ¢ (x) Pin(x), 
with 
o,x, - -  - ( - ; )  + + o .... . 
(117) 
018) 
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This is the Laplace transform of a discretization of the original distribution of exit maturities with 
the distribution function H being replaced by a step function which is constant on the intervals 
(mE, (m + 1)E] with value H[(m + ½)El. In other words: 
Theorem 9.1 
The t ime discret izat ion (112) of  the cont inuous maturat ion  model  with the (re)definitions (115), 
(116) and constant  stepsize R (tin +~, t in)= E corresponds to a cont inuous maturat ion  model  with 
discretized exit matur i ty  distr ibution. The probabi l i ty  o f  leaving the stage with a matur i ty  between 
(m -½)~ and (m + ½)E is now concentrated at the point  m~. 
We now define the mean and the variances of  the mortal i ty-corrected physiological  entry and 
exit t imes of  the redefined t ime-discrete model  by 
f,' /f; ~i~, u~t = R (t, to)a (to, t)~i., out (t) dt a (to, t)~in, out(t) dt, 
0 0 
/,° /;; /Ti,,out = [R(t, to) -/~iu, uut]2~ (t0, t)~n.out(t) dt ~(t0, t)~.out(t)dt. (119) 
0 
Proposition 4.6 helps us to relate them to the mean E and the variance V of the original exit 
maturity distribution. An elementary but careful estimation yields: 
Proposit ion 9.2 
Let/~i~,out and 17in, out be defined by equations (115), (116) and (119). Then we have 
I~ont- ~i~-  El ~< E/2 
and 
Recal l  that Eout - Ein = E and Vuut - V~ = V for the means and the variances o f  the mortal i ty-  
corrected physiological  entry and exit t imes in the original cont inuous maturat ion  model.  
Unfor tunate ly  this est imate can only be proved for constant step size R(tm+~, t~,)= E. 
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